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Abstract 
Using GA solve the winner determination problem (WDP) with large bids and items, run under different distribution, 
because the search space is large, constraint complex and it may easy to produce infeasible solution, would affect the 
efficiency and quality of algorithm. This paper present improved MKGA , including three operator: preprocessing
insert bid and exchange recombination, and use Monkey-king elite preservation  strategy. Experimental results show 
that improved MKGA is better than SGA in population size and computation. The problem that traditional branch 
and bound algorithm hard to solve, improved MKGA can solve and achieve better effect. 
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1.Introduction  
In multi system, auction is an important mechanism for allocate resource and task. Bidder can bid on 
bundle of items in combinatorial auction. 
The Winner Determination problem (WDP) is to choose an allocation of package bid that maximizes 
constraint of that problem is that each item can be 
allocated at most one bid. 
Combinatorial auction is often use in electricity markets, equities trading, bandwidth auction 
transportation exchanges, pollution right auctions and  auctions for airport landing slots etc.[1]  
But, WDP is computationally complex (NP-complete and inapproximable)[2]. However, the search 
space is too large, hard to encoding and sophisticated constraint that seriously affected the efficiency 
of algorithm 
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Currently the main two approaches tackling this problem are reviewed: first, precise algorithm: The 
CABOB present by Sandholm.T etc,it use branch and bound in bids and deep first search. Second, 
approximation algorithms: Ref.[3] proposed meta-heuristic Genetic Algorithm with single parent operator 
heuristic priority rules for embedding. Ref. [4] based on study in Sandhol  research, proposed heuristic 
algorithm with single parent operator and the immune operator etc. 
2.Model and description 
2.1.Winner Determination Problem Description  
The auctioneer has a set of items, 1, 2, ...,M m ,to sell, and the buyers submit a set of 
bids, 1 2, , ..., nB B B B .A bid is a tuple ,j j jB S p ,where S M , Sj  is a set of items and pj is a price. 
WDP is to mark the bids as winning or losing so as to get optimal solution. WDP must be subject to two 
conditions: 
1. Each item can be allocated at most one bid. 
2. Aimed to the maximum revenue of the auctioneer.  
So that, the optimal WDP problem can be defined as the subject of the following 0-1 integer 
programming model: 
1
max
n
j j
j
p x  
|
. . 1 1.. 0,1j j
j i S
s t x i m x  
WDP of Combinatorial auction have to be very difficult to find contain relationship among bids or sets 
of bids, considering there revenue to compare. For a WDP, It has n bids, m item, there have 2n sets of bids 
or bid as solution. When bid more than 30, exhaustive enumerations would almost impossible[5].  
3.IMPROVED Monkey-King Genetic Algorithm MKGA  
Because WDP of Combinatorial auction is too complex and difficult to get the optimal solution in large 
number of bids and item, one idea that use approximate optimal solution to instead the precise optimal 
  
3.1.Preprocessing 
It would appears in the following circumstances in combinatorial auction 
Let , , , , ,i i i j j j i j i jB S p B S p and S S p p   
Then , ,k k k k jB S p S S , 
There are k iS S and i k j kp p p p  this means that jB  is a non-competitive bid.       
Preprocessing operator running in algorithm, deleting a large number of not competitive bids, can avoid 
that great amount inefficiency search in search space, thus reducing the computation. 
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3.2.Encoding 
MKGA use natural code in bid. A gene position in individual corresponds to one bid, the 
individual with the set of bids changes in the length of q, the order of genes in an individual has nothing to 
do with the solution, and each individual constitutes a feasible solution. 
Assuming m to be a number of auction items, the items set to M, after processing operator 
the remaining "competitive  number of n, noted , 1 2 3{ , , ,..., }nB b b b b , ib  is given bid number to 
Identification. Each ( 1, 2,..., )ib i n  has a set of items ( 1, 2,..., )iS i n . Popsize is population size. So, 
following equation can be used to represent an individual: 
1 2 3
( , , , ..., )
qp p p p p
X b b b b , 1, 2,...q n  
Thus, population can be represent  | , 1, 2, ...p pP X X B p popsize  
which { | , 1, 2,..., }i k kb b S M k n , and in the set of 1 2{ , , ... } 1, 2,...,qp p p n subject to 
i jp p , i jp pS S and
1 2{ , ,... }q
i
i p p p
S M That is, That is, the individual items contained in 
any bid have not intersection.  
3.3.Insert bid operator [6] 
   The main method of insert bid operator is that if any individual  can insert bid(subject to  each item 
can be allocated at most one bid),randomly choose one bid to insert to individual so as to make a 
new individual. 
Let an individual  
1 2 3
( , , , . . . ,
qp p p p p
X b b b b ,it has fitness 
1 2{ , ,... }q
p i
i p p p
f b ,then sets of all items in pX   
is 
1 2{ , ,... }q
p i
i p p p
S S .So we can create a match matrix A among individuals of 
population. ij n nA a ,
1 ,
0 ,
i j
ij
i j
S S
a
S S
,iii , 1, 2, ...,i j n   n is the number of bids So, row i of 
matrix A , ia ,represents that whether bid iB  and any other bid , 1, 2,...,jB j n   have any item intersection 
or not. for example, 1ija ,means between iB and jB  have same items, that is Invalid. we can sum up all 
ia  to make a row vector pD ,
1 2{ , ,... }q
p i k n
i p p p
D a d .  
For each pD , it shows whether individual pX  and any other bid ,k k kB S p  have intersection or not. 
Insert bid operator also randomly choose any 0kd , and operator insert kB into pX .and then, a new 
individual 
1 2 3
( , , , ..., , )
qp p p p p k
X b b b b b  has been produced. if operator can not find 0kd ,then operator 
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do nothing to pX .because p p kS S S , 0kp ,fitness pf  of individual pX  are higher than pf  
fitness pf of individual pX . 
3.4.Exchange recombination operator  
Exchange recombination operator, the two individuals in a meaningful exchange of genes.  
It can overcame traditional crossover operator which would produce new individual that violate 
constraint and infeasible in WDP of combinatorial auction. 
Infeasible solution exists within the new population running in GA will make the 
Computation meaningless, and affect efficiency of GA. 
Let two individual which would be exchange recombination, and hen the exchange 
recombination operator steps as following: 
Step1: Randomly choose a pair of individual to exchange recombination in population, 
Generate   "matching matrix of two individuals". 
Assuming two individual that have been choice to exchange recombination are pX  and qX , pX  has 
genes position number u, and qX  has genes position number v. Then select the row corresponding to genes 
of individual pX   select the column corresponding to genes of individual qX   
, so that to make a "matching matrix of two individuals" C . 
ij u v
C c ,
1 ,
0 ,
i j
ij
i j
S S
c
S S
, 1, 2..., , 1, 2, ...,i u j v  
Matrix C has u rows corresponding to genes number of pX ,and it also has v rows corresponding to 
genes number of qX .Matrix elements of "matching matrix of two individuals" cij  indicate that whether the 
ith gene(bid) of pX   and the jth gene(bid)of qX  can being in the same individual. if they can, the element 
cij=0,or cij=1. 
Step2: "matching matrix of two individuals". 
Individual A and Individual B in the exchange recombination process, between several Gene 
combinations in pX  and Gene combinations in qX ,  Such two gene 
combinations which cannot 
recombination pair may not, or there maybe  more in two individual. 
out in the following way: 
First, fill one operate: For each element cij=0 matching matrix of  if any element in 
the same column and any element in the same row are equal to 1, then  eij=1.By completing this 
operation eventually form a "fill one matching matrix of two individuals "E. 
1 , 1 1
0 ,
i j
ij u v
c and c
E e
others
1, 2,..., 1, 2,...,i u j v  
Second, According to matrix which each element is equal to 1(Or change the order of rows or 
columns   and save them to 
two   the specified storage space RamA, RamB. 
Step 3: Find the row or column all equal to zero in  "matching matrix of two individuals". 
The row or column all equal to zero in "matching matrix of two individuals", that means one or some 
genes (bids), can exist in two new individual after exchange recombination. The genes (bids) are 
corresponding to the row or column all equal to zero.  We save them in a 
specified storage space Ram0. 
Step 4: Two individual exchange recombination 
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In the storage space RamA, RamB  of exchange recombination, randomly choose exchange 
recombination pair, a random swap of the exchange recombination allocate two combination of genes in 
two new individual, respectively, until  all combination of genes in  RamA and RamB have been 
allocated. Next,  
Step 5: Use exchange recombination operator to the others individuals, until all individuals have been 
exchange recombination. 
3.5.Monkey-king elite preservation strategy 
Step 1: Individuals within populations sorted by fitness, and the best individual in current generation 
compared with that in the previous generation, the better save as monkey-king elite individual. And then, 
monkey-king elite individual is placed in the first individual position of new population. 
Step 2: The second to the n/2th best fitness value sort by fitness, keep in new population. 
Step 3: remain n/2 individual position in population, place n/2 random genes (bids). 
  We use   Monkey-king elite preservation strategy, its advantage is 
First, it can keep the best individual of fitness that evaluating from the very beginning. When evolution 
premature appears, individual which is premature wound not be duplicated   in population. 
Second, it would save some of achievements the evolution of this generation, that is, the second to the 
n/2 th of best fitness, can save in new population. If you keep only the best individual in new population, 
then the evolution of the other achievement s would not be able to retain. 
Third, Place individual which have single gene (bid) in half of the population, this can increase the 
probability of population to jump out premature convergence.  
4.Experiment AND result 
Algorithm program in matlab7.3, running on PC with Intel Celeron 1.2G, 1G RAM. 
Population=20.as long as the bid combination (individual) is satisfied with constraint, problem have 
solution. Even if all the bid combination cannot constitute into the winner solution, you can also choose bid 
with the largest fitness value labeled as best solution. MKGA is compare with Bintprog, which is a 
function for solving 0-1 integer programming in mat lab. Because Bintprog function exact 
solution is obtained, MKGA approximate solution is obtained, so definition of maturity is the percentage of 
approximate solutions and exact solutions.   
   According to the Ref. [1] We set up two different distribution problem of large combinatorial 
auction problem. We tested Bintprog and MKGA on the common combinatorial auction benchmarks 
distributions: 
4.1.Uniform 
Uniform:  Draw the same number of randomly chosen items for each bid. Pick the prices from [0, 
1].The more each bid contains items, the less probability of combination among bids So in the case that bid 
contain items more, the maturity depends on the distribution of the initial or previous generation in 
population. Experimental set n=450, m=45, there have u=3~12 items in each bid. the max generation 
g=1000,then calculate the 10 time average of time and  optimal maturity. 
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Figure 1.  Uniform distribution Search time and Maturity  
As can be seen from Figure 1, MKGA solve Uniform distribution of the maturity of a slight decrease, 
but with u (the number of items in each bid) to increase the maturity also increased, and in computation 
time has decreased significantly. 
4.2.Decay 
Decay: Give the bid one random item.  Then repeatedly add a new random item with probability a until 
an item is not added or the bid includes all m, items. Pick the price between 0 and the number of items in 
the bid. 
In the test we used n=200, m=200 and a=0.4~0.8. When a>0.8, Bintporg exceed the 
maximum number of times for solving linear programming. MKGA is running in g=500, the 10 times 
average of time and optimal maturity. 
 
Figure 2.  Decay distribution (Search time and Maturity) 
Decay distribution can be seen in time as the decay probability a increase, MKGA search time decreases, 
Bintprog time increase; and the maturity in MKGA, and decay distribution   maturity in MKGA, have 
continued to improve and the solution quality is getting better. When the decay probability a is small, most 
bids contain small number of items. As decay probability a increases, Bids contain more items, MKGA is 
better and better in search time and maturity.  
4.3.The relationship between population and solution quality in MKGA 
The experiment we used n=200, m=200, a=0.8 in decay distribution. Population Ps=20\40\80\160, 
calculate 10 time for average. 
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Figure 3.  Relationship between population and MKGA solution quality(search time and maturity) 
We can see in figure 3, as population size increases, a small decline in solution quality 
(maturity), searching time increases. 
5.Conclusion and future research 
For WDP in combinatorial auction, present improved Monkey-King Genetic Algorithm. we design 
three operator: pre-processing insert bid and exchange recombination, and use Monkey-king elite 
preservation strategy. Experimental result shows that there is not obvious relationship between population 
and solution quality. For bid which contains more items in large problem, Although  the maturity in 
MKGA  have slight decline, but search time has obvious advantages, and MKGA can solve WDP with 
large number of items and bids that branch and bound (Bintprog) exceed the maximum number of 
times for solving 0-1 linear programming 
Next works is to quantitative analysis or prove the advantage improved MKGA or approximation 
algorithm of same kind more than exact algorithm such as branch and bound. And study improved MKGA 
internal mechanism work etc. 
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